THE SIRMium MINT IN THE MIGRATION PERIOD – ONCE AGAIN FROM THE BEGINNING

The text presents a brief historical survey of research into the problems of the Sirmium mint or the coins of the so-called “Sirmium group”, which is supplemented by forgotten, new, or unpublished examples of this numismatic group from the 6th century. The attribution of the mint to the Ostrogoths and Gepids is still valid, and the increased interest in this issue in the recent period has been additionally highlighted by the very numerous examples that in the past fifteen years have regularly appeared at numismatic auctions throughout the world. Additionally, other than the official series issued by the Sirmium mint, this wealthy market also features examples of “irregular” emissions and copies from that period, joined here and there by more or less successful modern counterfeits. As excellent corrective measures for establishing the authenticity of individual series, old museum acquisitions and finds acquired through archaeological excavations are most suitable. Such examples, although very rare, are of great importance, and several are noted here, particularly one recently documented at Kamenica in Vinkovci, as it has advanced numismatic knowledge about the minting, series, and circulation, and most likely it will also advance archaeological knowledge, for which numismatics is most interesting when it can aid in the attribution and dating of finds and sites.

The existence and operation of the Sirmium mint during the Migration Period was detected and presented to the professional public for the first time by the Croatian numismatist Josip Brunšmid in 1924. He based his theories on examples of silver coinage (5 examples) with similar characteristics gathered in the substantial numismatic collection of the Archaeological Museum in Zagreb, these coins having been acquired either as donations or purchases in the period between 1893 and 1910. The arguments for such a claim were multifaceted: all examples of the analyzed coins came from sites in the Slavonian-Syrmian area either as individual finds (Sremska Mitrovica and Novi Banovci) or hoards (Dalj), while on the averse of these coins other than a human figure in profile to the right, it was possible to more or less clearly decipher the name of two Byzantine emperors, on three coins the name of the emperor Justinian (527-565) and on two coins the name Justin II (565-578). However, the actual reason for the attribution of the coins to the Gepids and their king Cunimund (ca. 560-567) was located on the reverse of the coins where, according to Brunšmid, modelled on the silver coins of the Ostrogothic kings of the first half of the 6th century, in place of the monogram of their king Theodoric, the monogram of the Gepid king Cunimund could be recognized (Fig. 1:1-5). Just a year later, Brunšmid’s hypothesis was supplemented and advanced by the observations of the Austrian numismatist Friedrich Stefan, who based his claim that the Sirmium mint had already been active during the reign of the Ostrogothic king Theodoric and that coinage was certainly minted from the period of the Ostrogothic

1 Brunšmid 1924, 671-673; Brunšmid 1924a, 1-5.
2 Stefan 1925, 1-28, Pl. 298.
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occupation of Sirmium in 504/5 to Theodoric’s death in 526 on other individual coin finds from the Sava River basin and the Slavonia-Syrmia region (Sisak, Štrbac, Dalj, Novi Banovci). Stefan considered that the mint in Sirmium under Gepidic administration would have been active even before the reign of Cunimund, commencing minting as early as the reign of Cunimund’s father, King Thurisund (548 - ca. 560).

After they were presented, the theories of Brunšmid and Stefan were not re-examined for decades, but nonetheless they significantly contributed in the meantime to the recognition of individual earlier published examples of coins from the Sirmium mint (Fig. 2:1-2), but also to the proper definition and presentation of certain grave finds discovered then (Mangen, gr. 12/1). Later various examples of coins from the Sirmium mint from a private collection in Zagreb were presented on three separate occasions in the Croatian numismatic literature (5 specimens): one still unique example from Brunšmid’s Gepid group “found... in Bosnia”, three examples from Stefan’s Ostrogothic group “certainly from Syrmia or from northern Serbia around the Danube”, and one more example from the same group published without any data about provenience. At the beginning of the 1960s, another example of a Sirmium quarter-siliqua of Stefan’s group was discovered in Sremska Mitrovica, and twenty years later some other finds were also mentioned, unfortunately lacking numismatic data and adequate documentation. The list of examples with data about the site of discovery was increased with several more in 1981: one probably Syrmian find of a coin in Brunšmid’s Gepid group from the numismatic collection of the National Museum of Slovenia in Ljubljana, one

3 Sambon 1912, 6 no. 31, Pl. I:31 (Santangelo Coll., Museo Archeologico di Napoli). In addition to this coin minted in the name of the Emperor Anastasius, the earlier literature also cites a Sirmium quarter-siliqua minted in the name of the Emperor Justina I, which, in contrast to the previous specimen, would still lack adequate analogies among the Sirmium quarter-siliquae known to the present. This quarter-siliqua was first presented by Lodovico A. Muratori (1739, 553-534), and after him this example, once owned by Dominik de Conradis, was referred to and mentioned by many, e.g. Eckhel 1779, 533 no. 2 = Friedländer 1844, 28 no. 4, Pl. I: 4 = Stefan 1925, 8-9 = Kraus 1928, 95 no. 73/74, 103 n. 13 (with a note about the different lettering of the end of the obverse legend) = Demo 1994, 140-141 n. 57. No adequate analogies are known in the modern numismatic material from the Sirmium mint for an example from the collection of the Italian numismatist G. Tanini (1791, 381), which was not as early as Friedländer 1844, 28. – One silver coin “d’une fabrique barbare et avec des légendes incorrectes” was at one point located in the collection of the famous Danish archaeologist and numismatist C. J. Thomsen (1873, 81 no. 988 = Erslev 1992, 75 no. 988), which was purchased after his death for the Royal Numismatic Cabinet in Copenhagen. The coin was presented as an example of his “Sirmium group” attributed to the Gepids by Metlich 2014, 43 Fig. 22.

4 Werner 1933/1936, 89-96. For a more recent archaeological publication of this find, see Walter 2008, 247 no. 20.1, Pl. 6:20.1/1-10.

5 Meixner 1956, 4-5.


7 Meixner 1963, 9-10, with a table.

8 Kat. Zemun 1962, 93, Pl. III:1 (reverse), with the note that the coin was discovered at site no. 21; Popović 2003, 326 no. 6.

9 Popović 1982, 556 Fig. 12 = Popović 2003, 248 Fig. 12, ties the finds to site no. 50-53. The data however remains unclear regarding the existence of “two quarter-siliquae of Cunimund” kept in the Museum of Syrmia in Sremska Mitrovica (supposedly discovered in the immediate vicinity of the town), as cited by Mrkobrad 1980, 56 n. 370.

10 Demo 1981, 465, 474, Pl. 3:B.
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bronze imitation of Stefan’s Ostrogothic group from a private numismatic collection in Zagreb found in Syrmia or Slavonia,\textsuperscript{11} and from the numismatic collection of the Archaeological Museum in Zagreb one until then unpublished example of a coin from the Sirmium mint minted in the name of the emperor Anastasius found in Sisak,\textsuperscript{12} which today is more important even than it was at the time of the first publication. Recently it became the only known example of a reverse tied to a coin minted by the Sirmium mint in the name of the emperor Justin I (Rauch 98/2015, 786), and hence it can be dated to 517/518 and the period prior to the 9th of July 518 (Fig. 3:1-2).

It should be noted up to the 1990s, the Brunšmid-Stefan theories were neither specifically under discussion nor were they brought into question, as was confirmed by the still useful catalogues of Byzantine coins of the Viennese numismatic school published in 1973 and 1975. Their author, W. Hahn, placed the silver emissions of the Sirmium mint in its outline of the Ostrogothic monetary production,\textsuperscript{13} and he supplemented the then known fundus of this mint, which he designated as ephemeral, with two until then unknown examples from two European museum collections (Dresden, Glasgow).\textsuperscript{14} Somewhat later, a text from Zagreb warned of unusual features and problems related to the weight system of the Sirmium ¼ siliquae that did not correspond to the Ostrogothic or contemporary Byzantine monetary practices, and it was also noted that elements of the minting style and the orthography of individual letters were more characteristic of individual Byzantine mints of the second third of the 6th century, while because of the major disparity in the representation of coins minted in the name of the Emperor Anastasius in comparison to those minted in the name of the Emperor Justin I, the possibility was noted that activity in the Sirmium mint during the Ostrogothic reign need not have begun exactly in 504/505, rather somewhat later, and also that minting need not have continued all the way to Theodoric’s death in 526, but could instead have ceased somewhat earlier (e.g. 523).\textsuperscript{15} Indications of certain new thinking, a possible redefinition, or some even more radical intervention in the issues of the Sirmium quarter-siliquae could be sensed as early as 1984, when in a text dedicated to the Ostrogothic mint of Theodoric’s period in Milan (Mediolanum). W. Hahn decided to call the most common specimens from the Sirmium mint, i.e. those with the monogram of Theodoric and the legend INVICTA ROMA, barbarian (\textit{barb.}) and defined them as imitative coinage (\textit{imitative Prägung}).\textsuperscript{16}

Nonetheless, after this interesting announcement, nothing significantly changed for almost an entire decade, and only in 1993 was the Sirmium mint unexpectedly enriched by a new and previously entirely unknown series considered to be from the post-Gepid period (\textit{nachgepidischer Zeit}) represented by three specimens from the same die, and all three with data about the site of discovery: the first discovered in northeastern Au-

\textsuperscript{11} Demo 1981, 459, 471, Pl. 3:A.
\textsuperscript{13} Hahn 1973 (MIB I), 86-87, 140 no. 46 and 50, Prägetabelle XI; Hahn 1975 (MIB II), 146 no. 46\textsuperscript{3,5} and 50\textsuperscript{2}, Pl. 40:46\textsuperscript{3,5} and 50\textsuperscript{2}.
\textsuperscript{14} Hahn 1975 (MIB II), 146 no. 46\textsuperscript{3,3}.
\textsuperscript{16} Hahn 1984, 237-238, Pl. III:51.
stra at Petronell (Carnuntum) and the only one of three documented with a description and photograph, and the other two supposedly from the Banat region in northeastern Serbia (Vršac and Zrenjanin were mentioned), whose authenticity was very seriously called into doubt ten years later.\textsuperscript{17} Just a year after the publication of these three coins, the publication followed of a large number of Sirmium quarter-siliquae from the Ostrogothic and Gepidic periods - individual specimens with data about sites and dates of discovery (Sremska Mitrovica, Salakovac, Golubinci-Selište, Vinkovci) - from museum (and private) collections in Croatia, Slovenia, and Serbia, and thanks to this the number of known series, dies, and also contemporary counterfeits of coinage of the Sirmium mint for the first time increased considerably.\textsuperscript{18} On that occasion, the first example was presented and interpreted of the until then unknown Sirmium Ostrogothic series VICΓ ΛI+RIΛΛV from the Museum of Slavonia in Osijek (Fig. 4.1),\textsuperscript{19} characteristic not merely because of the above reverse legend, but also because it is this series of coins that in the meantime has become so common at numismatic auctions that to date it can be considered the most numerous known Sirmium coin from the same die. Additionally, from January 2017 it has been tied to a new, so far unknown reverse die characterized by the legend IIIVI C+TΛROIIΛ, Theodoric’s monogram with a reversed S, a star (eight-pointed) in place of the letter O, and a beaded border on the obverse and reverse of the coins.\textsuperscript{20} (Fig. 4:2) In the meantime, only another few unknown examples have been published from the Museum of Slavonia in Osijek (2 coins),\textsuperscript{21} the Museum of Syrmia in Sremska Mitrovica (1 coin),\textsuperscript{22} and the National Museum in Belgrade (2

\textsuperscript{17} Alram – Hahn 1993, 78-79, other than the coins described in the article examples from the same die are mentioned from Zrenjanin (“Zvonjanin / Nagy Beszerek”, sic!) and Vršac (“Vrsak / Werschetz”, sic!) in Serbian Vojvodina that at one time belonged to the collection of the Austrian numismatist Friedrich Stefan (1886-1962). His numismatic collection of coins from the Migration Period composed of “2.637 Münzen, davon 891 in Gold” was purchased for the Numismatic Cabinet of the Bode-Museum (Staatliche Museen) in Berlin in 1993, Kluge 1994, 64-67; Kluge 2014, 10. It is interesting that neither of these two quarter-siliquae was exhibited or presented in the publication that was treated as an exhibition catalogue for this world-famous collection (Kluge 2004). Nonetheless, the above examples of silver coins can be found on the web pages of this museum (SMB-digital online collections database), where both coins were presented as counterfeit, while Zrenjanin was not even cited as a site of discovery (Vršac/Werschetz, no. 18252140; unknown site, no. 18254929). It should also be noted that the reverse of the coins from Petronell (Carnuntum) and those from the Berlin Museum are similar but not identical, as was once claimed.

\textsuperscript{18} Demo 1994, 84-85 no. 69-81 (113 Pl. 6), 89-90 no. 122-127 (116 Pl. 9), 97 no. 193-195 (119 Pl. 12), 136-138, 140-141, 147-148.

\textsuperscript{19} Demo 1994, 84 no. 69 (113 Pl. 9:69), 136-138. It should be noted that A. Gennari (2015, 27 n. 48) attributed the publication of this coin to the German historian L. Schmidt (1969, 348), which is quite inaccurate. After the publication of the Osijek example of the Sirmium group VICΓ+RIΛΛV, another twelve years were to pass before the appearance of another coin from the same die (Lanz 128/2006, 998), after which within only two years several other examples became known. This includes the coin published as part of the collection of Charles B. Smith Jr. (Montgomery Village, Md., SAD), see Smith 2007, 16-17 no. 64. A new wave of coins from this group appeared at auctions in 2010 and 2011, and after a pause of two years, a third wave followed, that has continued to the present, and was particularly abundant in 2015.

\textsuperscript{20} N·N 49/2017, 756.

\textsuperscript{21} Kat. Osijek 2009, 21 no. 13 (2 specimens).

\textsuperscript{22} Milošević 2001, 101 (Sremska Mitrovica-Glac).
The first Ostrogothic emissions minted in Sirmium after 504/5
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尽管如此，注意力也应该被吸引到一枚被遗忘的来自斯雷姆斯克马里博尔铸币厂的硬币，它在1941年作为赠与给了阿什莫林博物馆，该馆位于牛津，由著名英国考古学家亚瑟·J·埃文斯爵士（1851-1941）捐赠，他在早年时期旅行、研究和写作，并且在当时奥匈帝国东南部生活过，那里他很可能获得了这枚硬币（Fig. 5）。


从科学角度来看，1980年代期已经预期的奥斯特里高克钱币参数的重新排列，直到25年后才由M. A.梅里奇实施，他决定完全移除在斯雷姆斯克马里博尔铸币厂的迁移硬币，从奥斯特里高克钱币参数体系中，并将这些硬币完全归因于吉普斯。他将所有此硬币（不算特别多在2004年）称为“斯雷姆斯克”群体，将它放在半塞利票中，并决定将发行日期放在皇帝朱斯提尼安（527-565）的时期。他展示了标有皇帝安那斯塔西乌斯在背面上的硬币和特里奥多里克的缩略字母环绕着的INVIC(T)A ROMA在背面的最早斯雷姆斯克硬币，接着是标有朱斯提尼安和朱斯提安二世在正面的硬币和一个具有神话和相当独特的吉普斯内容在背面，由一个十字与字母C在左侧的田野里和一个星星在右侧的田野里组成的，人们猜测字母C会标记最后的吉普斯国王库尼蒙德（Cunimund），他在与伦巴第人的战斗中被杀死。567年。

梅里奇的理论最近由意大利独立钱币学家A. 贡纳里反对，他有相当不同的思想和结论，并且理性地为他收集并展示的几乎整个斯雷姆斯克马里博尔铸币厂的硬币基金（特别是拍卖材料），按照他的前辈继续称作斯雷姆斯克群体而提供了相当的赞誉。

24 This coin was most probably acquired by Sir A. J. Evans in southeastern Europe in the 1870s. I was able to view, analyze, and photograph it during a study visit to the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford on the 22nd of May 1985 (wt. 0.75 g; 16 mm; 5h).
25 Metlich 2004, 43-44.
/ gruppo di Sirmium. The catalogue of his work, so far only published in digital form,\textsuperscript{26} in addition to examples of the Sirmium mint, also contains numerous recognized and unrecognized forgeries from that period and modern fakes for the most part modelled specifically on the coins of the Sirmium mint, which is a thought-provoking problem that also inspires a search for adequate and probably difficult interpretations. The collected material, where examples preserved in museum collections do not even amount to 10\%, was classified into nine typological groups, while he summarized the results of his research into a theory that the mint of Sirmium was active during the Ostrogothic rule encompassing the period from 505/510 to 527/528, i.e. beginning with the occupation of Sirmium and the establishment of an Ostrogothic administration during the reign of King Theodoric (493-526), and ending at the beginning or in the first years of the reign of his successor and son Athalaric (526-534). In line with such a dating, the Sirmium coins marked with the names of the Byzantine emperors Anastasius (491-518) and Justin I (518-527) would belong to the reign of Theodoric, and the coins with the name of the emperor Justinian (527-565) to that of Athalaric.\textsuperscript{27}

It has already been mentioned that the auction catalogues in recent years have offered more than abundant numismatic material of the Sirmium mint from the Migration Period suitable primarily for typological research and related problems. The authenticity of the offered material is sometimes very questionable and also difficult to verify, as the more or less acceptable photographs published in the auction catalogues can hardly help in solving problematic “situations” and offering a correct “diagnosis”. In contrast to this, archaeological finds and material with a reliable provenience or valid data about the circumstances of the find whose authenticity are unquestionable can be considered a true rarity. So I was recently pleasantly surprised and quite stunned by the contents of an e-mail sent from Vinkovci in the early afternoon of the 25\textsuperscript{th} of August 2015. I was contacted, you could say “straight from the field”, by Hrvoje Vulić, curator of the Municipal Museum in Vinkovci, “in relation to a coin” discovered by the archaeological team “3 hours ago at Kamenica in the foundations of a grave vault”, but, as was noted in the further text, it “could not be identified” by “looking through the relevant literature”. It was also stated that the coin was silver, “weighing 0.68, with a diameter of 1.6 cm, and a thickness of somewhat less than 1 mm”. The e-mail also contained photographs of the obverse and reverse, so that at very first glance it was clear that this was an example of a very rare group of silver coins of the Sirmium mint interpreted in various ways in the professional literature, considered either Ostrogothic or Gepidic or even Ostrogothic-Gepidic, and in the recent period attributed mostly either to the first half or the second third of the 6\textsuperscript{th} century. Additionally, the attached photographs indicated an interesting and very rare variant coin of the Sirmium mint, which is (possibly) linked to various dilemmas and also different interpretations. My thoughts were primar-

\textsuperscript{26} Gennari 2016. It is thankless to review digital presentations of research and interpret them in some detail because tomorrow they can be erased or replaced with something different, so citing them reduces the value of scientifically verifiable data. Nonetheless, out of respect for the enormous task of gathering the cited numismatic material and data, I consider that the effort, investigations, and presented results of Alain Gennari should be noted, questioned, and used as necessary but with caution in any further research work.

\textsuperscript{27} Gennari 2016, 73-75, 82.
ily centered on the better preserved reverse, as barely anything could be distinguished on the obverse of the coin, and in my response to my colleague Vulić I sent a pdf copy of an essential article on this subject, stating that my intention was for him “to immerse yourself in the problem” as “things are not as clear as they may seem to you at first glance”. After a polite answer from my colleague Vulić, no further communication on this subject passed between us, and the coin in question was published in two places in the following year, each time with a slightly different explanation: the first time simply and without much text as a “Lombard coin”,28 and the second time similarly, but with more caution and deliberation.29

The depiction of three crosses in a wreath in the sense of a schematicized representation of the scene at Golgotha/Calvary on the reverse of the coin from Kamenica (Fig. 6:1; 7:4) is rare,30 but not a numismatic novelty, as it is borne on two already well-known silver coins, both from sites in Slovenia: one discovered long ago in 1903 at Kranj-Lajh (Fig. 6:2) in one of the graves of the large Migration period cemetery there (gr. 266),31 and an identical example (same die) discovered sixty some years later at Rifnik near Celje (Fig. 6:3) in one of the graves at a small Migration Period cemetery (gr. 39).32 In the earlier professional literature, the example from Kranj was first attributed to minting by the Lombard king Cleph (572-574), then it was placed among the Gepid siliquae minted after 567,33 afterwards both above Slovenian finds were attributed to the Lombards but with an origin in a somewhat later period (second half of the 7th cent.),34 while fifteen years ago they were returned to an earlier chronological framework and

29 Vulić 2016b, 139 Fig. 7, 141.
30 In the archaeological heritage of the Early Byzantine period, figurative depictions of Golgota are also rare and include artifacts of pilgrimage eulogiae from the 6th and 7th centuries, the most outstanding examples including small, minutely decorated lead ampullae kept in several American museums (Dumbarton Oaks in Washington, the Detroit Institute of Arts Museum, the Cleveland Museum of Art), one private collection in Munich, the Archaeological Museum in Istanbul (found during the archaeological excavations of the Byzantine harbor in the Istanbul quarter of Yenikapi), as well as in the treasury of the cathedral of Monza (several examples), while in addition to the lead ampullae, a depiction of the scene at Golgota was engraved on a small leather pendant-ampulle in the Paris Cabinet de Médailles (Ross 1962, 71-72 no. 87, Pl. XLVIII; Vikan 1982, 40-42; Kat. Paderborn 2001, 189-190 no. 171; Arad 2007, 62-67; Sever 2016, 35-48). A depiction of the cross of Christ (Cruxificion) at Golgota also appears on the reverses of gold coins minted for the Byzantine emperor Tiberius II Constantine (578-582), and after him, a cross was placed on their gold coins by other Byzantine rulers: during the 7th century Heraclius, Constans II, Constantine IV, Justinian II, and Leontios, and in the first half of the 8th century Tiberius III, Philippikos, Anastasius II, and Theodosius III. A cross appeared somewhat later on the reverse of silver Byzantine coins and was retained for some time further.
31 Žmavc 1903, 249-250 Fig. 206 (gr. 50/1903); Šmid 1939, 4 Fig. 14, Stare 1980, 70, 116, Pl. 8:10 (gr. 266); Vinski 1980, 19 Fig. 11:1.
32 Bolta 1969, Y 110:1; Bolta 1972, 127 Fig. 4; Bolta 1978, 516; Bolta 1981, 32 Pl. 6.
33 Stefan 1943, 87.
were dated to the second half of the 6th century. A similarly distinctive depiction as on the reverse is also located on the obverse of these coins, dominated by a frontal image of an angel in a beaded border (aureole?), very similar to depictions on individual early Byzantine decorative objects from Bosnia and Herzegovina (the medallion from Turbet) and Slovenia (the circular fibula-reliquary from Rifnik).

The discovery of yet another coin with a depiction of Golgotha/Calvary with three crosses on the reverse followed as late as in 2013, when a silver coin appeared at an auction house in Zürich (NAC 75/2013, 431) with an image identical to that on the above mentioned examples from Kranj and Rifnik (Fig. 7:3). Nonetheless, the obverse of this coin, in contrast to the other two, did not bear an image of an angel, rather the usual imperial bust facing right with the legend *in continuo*, where the orthography of individual letters (e.g. the second letter S), the size of the letters, and evident brevity indicated Sirmium models and the coinage minted there in the name of the emperor Justin II (565-578). The same die used to mint this example from Zurich — it should be emphasized that this was characterized by distorted orthography on the obverse legend — was also used to mint the coin found in the floor of grave 14 at Kamenica near Vinkovci (Fig. 7:4). Yet another example with an identical obverse has been known since the spring of 2016 (MZR 17/2016, 614), but with a different reverse, where a variant can be recognized of the monogram usually attributed in the earlier literature to

---

35 Martin 2000, 194-196. For grave 39 and its stratigraphic position (later phase of group II of grave in the northern part of the cemetery), see Vičić 1989, 439, 444, 453.

36 Preložnik 2008, 207, with comparative material and relevant literature about the problem.

37 The official lettering of the obverse legend of the Sirmium mint during the reign of Justin II ran *in continuo* and read OH IVZTINVZ PAV (Fig. 1:4-5).

38 The coin from Kamenica was most probably an overstrike struck in a worn die.
the Gepid king Cunimund (Fig. 7:2). I consider that this monogram variant, whether it was Cunimund’s or not, can be attributed to the coins created in the Sirmium mint somewhat earlier, i.e. in the last years of the reign of the emperor Justinian, encompassing the period from the last third of the year 564 to after 15 November 565 (Fig. 7:1).

In conclusion, it is necessary to emphasize that the term “Sirmium group” today encompasses a broad spectrum of typologically diverse predominantly silver coins with
similar characteristics (metrological content, conception, the style and engraving of the obverse and reverse, and the distribution of chance, grave, and hoard finds), among which a considerable part, but not all, is composed of examples originally attributed to the Sirmium mint of the Ostrogothic and Gepidic period in the sense of the theories of Brunšmid-Stefan from 1924 and 1925. Together with this new term, the production of the Sirmium mint, once dated to the chronological span from ca. 504/5 to 567, has in the recent period been assigned a different period of minting, as a rule more or less reduced: according to one idea, the minting took place in the post-Ostrogothic period of Gepidic rule over Syrmia and continued to AD 567 (Metlich 2004), while according to another idea, it also took place during the Ostrogothic rule, but with an even shorter chronological span, occurring from around 505/510 to around 528 (Gennari 2015). This simplification, most probably motivated by a belief that in this manner it would be possible to completely eliminate the thought of the existence of an interruption in the minting of the Sirmium mint or some possible chronological gap between the minting of the Ostrogothic and Gepidic series, at first seemed to be attractive and easy to accept. In the meantime, however, inconsistencies have become ever more apparent, and most of all, the typological diversity stands out, which is today yet more evident because of the large number of known specimens from the Sirmium mint, making them analytically more significant that they were twenty some years ago. In this sense, interpretations tending to an exclusively Ostrogothic or exclusively Gepidic provenience of the Sirmium group are not and cannot be viable.
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